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Fittingly, it is in Las Vegas, boxing's capital, that author Jonathan Rendall, a young British boxing enthusiast, reflects on his own exit
from the boxing scene. What unfolds is the true story of his boyhood romance with the sport, his canny coming-of-age as a boxing
writer, and his risky bid to bring the unknown Colin "Sweet C" McMillan to the World Featherweight Champion Fittingly, it is in Las
Vegas, boxing's capital, that author Jonathan Rendall, a young British boxing enthusiast, reflects on his own exit from. Last edited by
Clean Up Bot. January 13, 2019 | History. An edition of This bloody Mary is the last thing I own (1998). This Bloody Mary Is the Last
Thing I Own. A Journey to the End of Boxing.Â What unfolds is the true story of his boyhood romance with the sport, his canny comingof-age as a boxing writer, and his risky bid to bring the unknown Colin "Sweet C" McMillan to the World Featherweight Championship.
Written with the detachment of a seasoned journalist, Jonathan Rendall has produced an uncommon sports memoir about having the
faith and losing the faith. Intelligent and funny, This Bloody Mary Is the Last Thing I Own is a boxing book with appeal that extends well
beyond the ring. The sport of boxing is dying in a last explosion of dollars. Its beleaguered performers are reaching up for a last payday
with bravery, one-liners and self-delusion. Fittingly it is in boxingâ€™s capital, in a faded downtown Vegas casino with a hooker for
company, that the author, a boxing writer and sometime boxerâ€™s agent, reflects on his own exit from the scene. As the boxing world
starts to recede, the characters he has lived with, and for, rear sharply into focus one last time: the astonishing Jack Kid Berg, and Kid
Chocolate the Havana Dandy, and â€˜Sweet Câ€™ McMillan. This Bloody Mary is the Buy a cheap copy of This Bloody Mary Is the
Last Thing I book by Jonathan Rendall. There's something about the mano-a-mano primacy of boxing, something about men fighting
men, and the seediness and corruption that so much of the sport wallows in Free shipping over $10.Â And so the only way to learn
about man's attraction and obsession with climbing into the ring - short of doing it yourself - is by reading "This Bloody Mary Is The Last
Thing I Own."Â "This Bloody Mary" not only tells the story of legendary brawlers like Kid Chocolate and Jack "Kid" Berg but explains
with the casualness of a kindly stranger seated next to you at a bar why some men like to fight, why others have to fight, and why nearly
every one of them - in the end - eventually wants to stop fighting. Jonathan Rendall was born in 1964. He studied at Oxford, where he
represented the university, unsuccessfully, at boxing. He has written for Ring and Esquire and won the prestigious Somerset Maugham
Award for This Bloody Mary. Jonathan Rendall is now out of boxing and lives and writes in Suffolk, England. Product details.

